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“Alright, slip inside quickly, and don’t mention this to any of you later.”

Omi said, “There’s no rush, I have another deal to do with you all.”

“What else?”

“I’ve brought some people in frommy hometown this time and I want to bring them in.”

“You’re crazy.”Those gate guards were suddenly furious.

“Don’t worry, the few people I brought with me could have been admitted if they went through the
normal channels, it’s just that I don’t want to wait.How about I give you guys a million Xian coins and
let us in?”

“Ah, a million.”The doormen were shocked, heck, they had never seen so much money in their lives.

“But this too.”

“A few seniors, this is one million, how many years do you have to work as a doorman here to save this
much.Besides, for this million, even if you get fired from the Immortal Academy, it’s worth it, isn’t it.”

One of the gate guards said, “If the few of us split it, each of us will only have a few hundred thousand
left.”

Omi didn’t want to be long-winded and said, “Then what if you each have a million?” First web site
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“Ah, really?That’s five or six million you’d have to pay.”

Omi was a bit heartbroken, not exactly heartbroken, but rather felt that it was worth it to spend so
many immortal coins in order to enter the Immortal Academy twenty years early?

Mu Qianji said, “Omi, count it, twenty years to a sitting, why waste the money.”

“But.”

One of the gate guards was busy saying, “Don’t.”

Omi thought about it and said, “It’s just that, I’ll give each of you ten thousand immortal coins, how
about you help me protect these people and help them assess the Academy of Immortality after
twenty years?”

“Here, didn’t we agree on one million.”



“I’m sorry, I’ve decided not to waste the money, ten thousand each, help me protect for twenty years,
if it works, I’ll do it, if not, I’ll stop, twenty years isn’t likely to be dangerous anyway.”

“All right.”Several door guards looked regretful, should have known that they had just agreed directly,
now one million was gone.

After Omi paid ten thousand Xian coins each, he and Tang Huan entered the Academy of Immortality
first, while the rest of them, waited at the place where the gatekeeper lived.

Omi returned to the Air Tearing Department.

As soon as they arrived at Tang’s guidance, a group of Dao Immortals rushed up.

“Omi, you still dare to come back.”

“Omi, how many meanings do you use improper means.”

“Omi, close your Tang Guidance shop immediately.”

Dozens of Dao Immortals surrounded Omi.

Omi shouted, “Where is the safety advisor?”

“We’re here.”All of the security advisors that Omi had spent thirty thousand to hire all flew up to
protect Omi’s side.

Omi said, “Fellow instructors, I can understand how you feel.”

“What the hell do you understand, we used to earn dozens and hundreds of dollars a day, but now, our
instructing class is actually earning less than ten Xian coins a day, and it’s all taken away from us by
you.”

Omi said, “I can’t be blamed for this, if you’re capable of making an even bigger guidance training shop
than me, you can take away all my traffic.”

“Bulls*it, you’re clearly not following the rules.”

“Hahaha, I don’t follow the rules, I really want to laugh, you know?What rules?”

“Anyways, I can’t tell.”

Omi snorted, “Everyone, every student is not a fool, which training shop is better and which is worse,
we all have eyes.The training shop under my Tang’s guidance is definitely better than any of you, if you
don’t believe me, you all can just make a move you all

I can guarantee you can be convinced by the practiced air tearing technique.”

“Spoken words.”

“One try.”

“I’ll do it.”A certain mentor stepped forward and immediately threw a move called the Heavenly
Phoenix’s Tail Shuriken.



Omi smiled, “This mentor’s move, the Tail of the Heavenly Phoenix, I can describe it in one word,
poor.”

“Hmph, whether it’s bad or not, you’ll know if you have one move with me.”

Tang Huan was busy saying, “We are now discussing the Air Tearing Technique, not strength, you are
all Dao Immortals and Omi is a Heavenly Immortal, are you nice.”

Omi said, “There’s no harm, although I’m only a Heaven Immortal, it doesn’t mean that I’m weak, if I
really have to fight with my life, I may not lose.”

“Spoken words.”

Omi said, “This tutor, do you really want to fight with me?”

“Right, you’re a Heaven Immortal, and you have the nerve to spar with us Dao Immortals.”

Omi said, “In that case, I’ll take it as you trying to challenge me.”

“Right, I’m just not happy with you, what the heck.”That mentor said as soon as he drew his sword, this
was a Sun and Moon Divine Sword.

Omi said, “May I ask what is the name of this mentor?”

“Old man long earth fur, how.”

Omi looked at this long earth fur, which was as long as an earthworm, very disgusting.

Originally, Omi didn’t want to challenge the Dao Immortal, but, a bit too much to resist, it looked like
he was going to advance.

Omi using both the Sun and Moon Divine Sword and the Shura Divine Saber at the same time, plus one
more spell, the Star Shift Great Law, might not be unable to defeat a pre-Dao Immortal.

“What? You were so arrogant just now, why aren’t you talking now.”That long earth fur said with a
sneer.

Omi said, “How about this, Long Tuqiu, in a month’s time, we’ll fight it out at the Five Immortals Lake
of Immortal Academy, how about it?”

“Why a month?Not now?”

“You are a Dao Immortal while I am only a Heaven Immortal, I need to make some preparations, don’t
you dare.”

“Fine, come as you are, one month later, Five Immortals Lake, I’ll be waiting for you.”

“I’ll be waiting for you too.”

With that, Omi made an appointment to fight.

Omi said to the other instructors who surrounded him, “Everyone, disperse, after a month, we’ll know
the result when we go to the Five Immortal Lake.”



“You’re a Heavenly Immortal, you really dare to talk.”

“What do you dare not.”

“A Heaven Immortal dueling with a Dao Immortal, that’s really unheard of.”

“No matter what, there’s a first time for everything.”

“Hmph, I’m afraid you’re asking for embarrassment, let’s go, let him go today, in a month’s time, I’ll see
how he’ll fight a duel with Mentor Long Tu Qiu.”

“Go.”

The group of mentors surrounding the group also left.

Tang Huan said anxiously, “Husband, are you really sure?Or are we deliberately using a delay, this
month, to go to my grandfather for support?”

Omi laughed, “Huanhuan, don’t you know your husband’s words and actions?A reprieve?Get support
from your grandfather, I, Omi, won’t even if I just run away.”

“Then how are you going to duel with the Dao Immortal?”

“That’s the question of what I can do, I also want to try to see if it’s possible for me to defeat a Dao
Immortal who cultivates the Sun and Moon divine Sword.”

“How is that possible, Dao Immortal.”

“That said, I can easily find a flaw in the Sun and Moon divine Sword cultivated by Long Earth Fur, and
the only thing I need to worry about is that he’s so much higher than me.But what? I can combine
swords, and I’ve cultivated the Star Shifting Great Law, so why not try it?”
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